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Abstract: The Smart Meter Rollout Programme in the UK has required energy suppliers to offer new
smart meters to customers to provide near real-time energy use information and enable two-way
communication between the meter and the central system. The provision was expected to result
in meaningful energy reductions, but recent estimates suggest that these reductions may be as low
as 2%. This paper contributes to the ongoing debate about the effectiveness of smart meters and
in-home energy displays by providing insights on energy feedback perceptions from a series of focus
groups with postgraduate consumers. In addition to domestic energy use, the study investigated
how participants perceived their energy use at work and how they perceived the energy reduction
efforts of their institutions and employers. A laddered and projective methodology was used to
more deeply question participant perceptions and reveal their attitudes. The analysis of responses
revealed a limited awareness around energy efficiency strategies and opportunities for more visual,
mobile, engaging and target-driven interfaces for energy data. The findings also agree with previous
observations that environmental concerns are not a key driver of energy reduction behaviours. This
was shown by laddered questioning, not to be due to a lack of environmental concern, but rather the
perception that reducing energy consumption would have negligible impact. A decade after in-home
energy displays enabled a means of providing ‘visibility’ to ‘invisible’ energy consumption, little
appears to have changed in the perception and experience of energy feedback.

Keywords: smart meters; energy feedback; focus groups; in-home display; energy reduction
behaviours

1. Introduction

Amid a year of record-breaking high temperatures [1], a month of worldwide climate change
strikes [2] and following the airing of a new advert thanking homeowners for allowing the installation
of smart meters [3], the UK government released a consultation report on the Smart Meter Rollout
Programme [4]. Approximately one third of the UK’s electrical energy consumption comes from
the domestic sector [5]. It equates to 17% of the UK’s 370 million tonnes of annual carbon dioxide
emissions [6]. The original aim of the Smart Meter Rollout was to install smart meters in 50 million
households and small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) by 2020 [7] to empower consumers to
make informed decisions about consumption and to reduce the UK’s energy use and emissions. The
new target date for the rollout has been put back from 2020 to 2024 [4].

The main difference between traditional meters and smart meters is that smart meters can provide
regular and accurate updates on consumers’ energy usage. The digital meter readings are sent over
secure wireless networks automatically to the energy supplier regularly, so the consumers will receive
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accurate, not estimated bills. An in-home display is also provided with the smart meter as an energy
feedback that shows the exact usage (in pounds and pence) in near real time. While past energy usage
consumption research has suggested that direct energy feedback could result in reductions of up to
15% in energy consumption [8], a recent UK Government report suggests that the actual value might
be closer to 2% per household by 2050 [4].

On the technology front, there are plenty of advances in smart metering and smart grids in
general [9,10]. On the other hand, a significant body of research has been developed, starting from
before the Rollout and continuing to this day, which debates the effectiveness of smart meters and
energy feedback, as well as which methods can be best harnessed to reduce energy consumption.
This paper aims to contribute to this conversation and inform future energy policy by reporting on a
series of focus groups, where postgraduate consumers were asked to discuss their experiences and
perceptions of smart meters and energy feedback tools. This study investigates not only domestic
consumer use at home, but also how participants considered and acted on energy conservation at
work, as well as the perception of energy reduction efforts by institutions and companies.

This paper provides multiple contributions to the topic, as well as reinforcing many of the findings
from previous papers [11,12] with new evidence. New perspectives are offered on certain replicated
results, while the role that institutions play in consumer energy consumption is discussed. Conducted
almost a decade later than some of the original literature discussed, this research highlights what has
changed in consumer perceptions and behaviour as the UK has moved from small scale pilot studies of
smart meters and energy feedback, to nationwide deployment of millions of smart meters. The policy
implications are discussed, and recommendations are posited.

The paper is organised as follows. Following a short review of relevant quantitative and qualitative
background literature in Section 2, our focus group research methodology is outlined in Section 3.
Section 4 reports the findings from the focus groups and Section 5 discusses the results. Section 6 closes
with conclusions and policy implications.

2. Background and Related Work

2.1. Quantitative Research

Halfway through the first decade of the new millennium, Darby [8] compiled a thorough review of
energy feedback methods for the UK Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs. This highly
cited paper summarised the findings of a wide range of research and made the case for energy companies
and governments to prioritise informing consumers, via direct and indirect feedback, to facilitate
a reduction in energy consumption, ideally with the result of 10–15% less electrical consumption.
Entering this decade, subsequent reviews supported Darby’s upper bound assessment [13,14], but
significantly reduced the lower bounds to 5–15% savings. Ehrhardt-Martinez et al. [15] continued this
downward trend of predicated energy savings, reporting 5–10% savings.

A meta-review by Delmas et al. [16] demonstrated the issues with these predicted ranges. In
their paper, compiling all of the major feedback studies resulted in an average reduction of electrical
consumption at around 10%, only slightly below Darby’s suggested lower bound. On the other
hand, focusing on the robust studies that made use of controls and took into account external factors
significantly affecting results, reduced the average energy savings to as low as 2%—the same as the
prediction from the new Government report. Most, if not all, of the studies used in these reviews took
place over a short period of time and so long-term savings from these energy feedback methods had
not been investigated thoroughly. Several recent papers have sought to address this [17–19] and their
findings on persistent electrical consumption reduction concur with the downward trend, with the
average ranges falling within the bounds of 0–8% savings. The large body of quantitative results for
direct energy feedback seem to suggest that there is still a gulf between the expectations and outcomes.
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2.2. Qualitative Research

While quantitative research attempts to determine the benefits from scale implementations of
energy feedback, qualitative research has investigated what effect these devices and techniques have
at an individual level, what factors drive consumption and how to best harness energy feedback
to reduce energy consumption. Table 1 presents and contrasts the major findings as themes from
different authors.

Table 1. Highlights some of the major findings from each set of authors.

Hargreaves
et al. Oltra et al. Buchanan

et al. Burchell et al. Van Den Broek
and Walker

Visualises energy use
√ √

Lack of support
√ √ √ √

Behaviour financially driven
√ √ √ √ √

Heuristic approaches create ‘baseline’
consumption

√ √ √ √ √

Curtailment over energy efficiency
√ √ √ √

Feedback lacked clarity
√ √ √ √

Engagement loss over time
√ √ √ √

Lack of context
√ √ √ √

Engagement driven through other methods
√ √

Limits of consumer ability and willingness
√ √ √

Concerns over privacy, loss of control, effect
on consumers’ lives

√ √

Mistrust of energy suppliers
√ √

Ongoing support and activity to maintain
engagement

√

Community pressure on behaviours
√

Parental and peer pressure on behaviours
√

Lack of incentives
√

Feeling of insignificance
√

Hargreaves et al. [11,12] produced some of the first studies on these topics, interviewing UK
householders after running an in-home display (IHD) pilot scheme at the turn of the decade. These
studies provided the foundation for much of the understanding behind energy feedback through IHD
use for preceding studies. A key point of these studies was the idea of the ‘invisible’ use of energy, that
is to say that the normally habitual consumption of electricity, provides no direct feedback to users
to highlight or make the consumer aware of this consumption. Energy feedback was considered a
potential method of visualising this ‘invisible’ electricity consumption. In the studies, participants were
asked questions relating to their motivations, use of the IHD, changes in behaviours and perceptions,
and if they could suggest improvements for the IHD. As seen in Table 1, some of the main findings were
that financial motivations were the key driver of responding to energy feedback over environmental
concerns. IHDs caused problems to participants as displayed energy units were not straightforward
to understand and feedback required participants to actively carry out heuristic analysis of their
consumption to identify problem areas. This prompted participants to create a ‘baseline’ of their energy
consumption, the minimum amount of electricity consumers believed they had to use, and the IHDs
acted as visual cues to reinforce this consumption behaviour.

Energy consumption reduction was mainly achieved through turning devices off. Energy efficiency
strategies were employed less, and these mainly focused on replacing old lightbulbs with more efficient
LED bulbs. Focusing on appliance efficiency was more difficult due to a lack of information. While
engagement with energy feedback was high during installation and use of IHDs, as consumers became
aware of their energy habits and ‘baseline’ use, IHDs moved into the background and were only
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re-engaged when changes in energy consumption were made or heuristic analysis of specific appliances
was attempted.

An important highlighted element of feedback was the presentation of information in context.
Participants discussed their energy use in household contexts, where, for example, there are essential
appliances, but they cannot compare or analyse consumption without considering the context of these
appliances and the nature of their home and household. The final point relates to the wider context of
energy conservation. Participants reportedly felt unsupported by society and policy, that the burden
was being shifted on to individual households rather than aiding consumers with these problems.

Subsequent research by [20] focused more on consumer motivation and engagement with IHDs
by comparing two groups of consumers, one group who had access to IHDs throughout a series of
group sessions and diary reporting and another group who received their displays later into the study.
While the first group engaged well with the IHDs and saw greater effect from the feedback, the second
group engaged less well and reported similar critical findings to Hargreaves et al., as seen in Table 1.
The implication from this study is that motivated engagement is needed from consumers to make the
best use of feedback. In this instance, it was achieved through the group meetings and diary taking
that provided motivation for participants to engage.

Buchanan et al. released three papers between 2014 and 2016 investigating energy feedback and
perceptions of energy feedback in the UK [21–23]. The findings from these papers reinforced previous
findings, as seen in Table 1. There was also greater support for IHDs and energy feedback as methods
of making energy consumption visible, in a physical sense, as a physical device that can be looked, in
a financial sense, as a way of picturing the monetary cost of consumption, and in a conscious sense,
creating a mental view of consumption to promote conservation actions.

The literature review [22] highlighted the main barriers to engagement: disinterested consumers,
problematic financial motivations, comprehension of feedback issues, what actions consumers are able
to do to reduce consumption and how much they are willing to do to achieve reductions. Meanwhile,
the last paper [21] outlined consumers’ concerns of smart meters, and indirectly energy feedback, which
mainly relate to the loss of control or privacy, mistrust of profit-driven energy suppliers and negative
perceptions on how energy feedback could affect consumers’ lives. This research also demonstrated
the need for energy feedback to fit consumers’ needs without requiring excessive effort or management
to engage with. Communication between the public, government and energy suppliers is integral for
consumer acceptance.

To try and counteract issues with engagement and promote consumption knowledge development
and sharing, Burchell et al. [24] investigated the use of ‘Smart Communities’, where energy feedback
was shared and discussed amongst a community. Similar issues and challenges to previous research
can be seen in Table 1; however, Burchell’s study demonstrated that long-term behaviour changes can
be achieved when consumers are working together to reduce consumption, when they are ‘part of
something bigger’.

The final study relevant to this research was conducted by van den Broek and Walker to
investigate the perceptions and drivers behind energy conservation and consumption reduction
behaviours in young adults [25]. Table 1 again shows where findings are similar; however, this
research also highlighted the impact of behavioural norms observed from parents and peers that
promote pro-environmental actions. While a lack of financial and environmental incentives from
feedback suggested participants would struggle to change their behaviour, as has been the norm across
previous studies, participants reported a strong sense of moral responsibility that urged them to reduce
consumption but this was tempered by feelings of a lack of action by the ‘people in power’ and feelings
of insignificance at being one among the sheer number of people consuming electricity. There were
also concerns raised about lacking knowledge to make significant energy consumption reductions and
that sufficient knowledge was needed to promote a feeling of control in consumers.
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Building on the previous research discussed in this section, this study conducted a series of focus
groups to investigate energy feedback perceptions and use as the original 2020 target of the Smart
Meter Rollout approaches.

3. Methodology

With ethical permission, focus groups were conducted with postgraduate students from Keele
University. This is in line with the previous research conducted by Hargreaves et al. [11,12], which
used a qualitative data collection method (in their case individual interviews). The groups were chosen
to support the exploration not only of what individual respondents had to say, but also to provide
insights into the sources of complex behaviours and motivations enabled by participants both querying
and explaining themselves to each other [26,27]. Postgraduates were selected as an available cohort
with a cross section of ages and accommodations (from student housing to private room and house
renting), a level of education that would imply awareness of energy issues and ability to understand
IHDs, and as Keele University has a focus on environmental issues, a greater level of understanding
and involvement with said issues.

3.1. Sample

Participants were directly recruited from postgraduate events and through mail lists and adverts.
Fifteen participants were recruited, with an age range of 24–36 and an average age of 29. As participants
were from a variety of accommodation types, they were asked about their control of the energy supply
and bills: 40% had electricity included in their rent, 20% paid their bills directly but the supplier was
selected by the landlord and 40% had full control of their bills and energy supplier. This selection
allowed for a view of the perceptions from postgraduate students as they transitioned from having
limited or no control of their energy supply and bills, to a situation where they have more involvement
and greater control.

3.2. Focus Groups

Five focus groups were conducted with an average of three participants per group. Sessions
lasted between 40 and 70 minutes with participant responses recorded via digital voice recorders.
Discussions were based around five main questions: How do participants currently monitor their
energy use and the tools available to them, how do participants make use of these tools to change
their behaviours, what interest do participants have in the energy consumption of institutions, what
steps do participants take to reduce their energy use outside the home (i.e., when at an institution)
and participants’ thoughts on using their mobile phones as energy feedback devices. The laddering
technique as described by Rugg and McGeorge [28] was employed to break these questions down into
smaller, more specific questions when needed to focus participant responses on the precise answers.
A projective approach was also taken [29], where participants were asked to give some answers in
relation to how an individual might act on, or perceive, energy feedback. This allowed participants to
discuss issues that they might feel are socially taboo, such as the reasons why they themselves are not
doing more to reduce their consumption and environmental impact.

3.3. Grounded Theory

As with the original Hargreaves studies [12], a broad Grounded Theory approach [30] was taken
in designing, conducting and analysing the focus groups. Apart from this approach, facilitating the
focus group techniques discussed previously and generating insight on how perceptions have changed
since the Hargreaves studies, inductive reasoning allows for gathering more evidence that may help to
differentiate the energy consumption behaviour models currently put forward in the literature [11,25].
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3.4. Ethical Approval

This research received ethical approval from Keele University’s Faculty of Natural Sciences
Non-Psychology Research Ethics Committee, reference number: NS-190006|NSFI-0002.

4. Findings

Following a broad grounded theory approach to collect and analyse participant responses during
the focus groups and the coding approach outlined by Charmaz [30], five main themes were identified,
most broken up further into specific topics: perception of energy feedback tools, perception of energy
saving behaviour, incentives for change, institutional energy consumption and accessibility. Figure 1
summarises the five key energy feedback perception themes and sub-themes extracted from the coding
of participant feedback.
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Figure 1. The five key energy feedback perception themes and sub-themes extracted from the coding
of participant feedback.

4.1. Perception of Energy Feedback Tools

The first theme highlighted in the findings was related to the participants perceptions and
experiences with energy feedback tools, this includes: smart meters, IHDs, feedback via billing,
per-plug monitors and other smart home monitoring set ups.
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4.1.1. Lack of Tools

Despite the Smart Meter Rollout, not all participants had access to smart meters or IHDs. In
student style accommodation, where bills are included in the rent, no energy feedback was provided
unless residents used their own equipment. Most participants received estimates of consumption with
bills, but one participant used monthly meter readings to ensure accurate pricing as the estimates
given by their provider fluctuated enormously.

As will be discussed again later, many of the per-plug socket sensors and smart home devices that
can be used for energy monitoring were considered by participants to be too cost-prohibitive as well as
posing security and reliability issues while being intrusive and difficult to set up. Less than half the
participants had access to web-based feedback, either through a mobile application or a website, and
less than a quarter discussed receiving additional energy consumption advice information in the form
of digital or physical booklets.

4.1.2. Ineffective Tools

There was limited praise given to the energy feedback tools available to participants. The
participant who took monthly meter readings was concerned about the accuracy and reliability of any
smart meter installed to replace the current non-smart meter, and thus, refused to allow the meter to
be changed.

A pair of the participants had swapped from a standard prepayment meter (where credit must be
purchased for the device and payment is taken as electricity is provided, rather than at a later time)
to a smart prepayment model. Whereas the standard meter showed the balance left on the account
in real-time on the device, information for the smart version was viewed on an IHD or a mobile
app but with a significant delay (regularly up to 12 hours long). This meant the participants were
unaware of how much credit was left on the account at any specific moment and could not easily make
any conscious decisions about energy consumption without running the risk of reducing the credit
to nothing.

All of the energy feedback tools employed by participants were simply to make sure household
consumption did not go over the expected amount on the next electricity bill, the ‘baseline’ average
consumption. Participants commented on the usefulness of seeing historical monthly data on IHDs,
because this allowed them to pinpoint what was causing them to go over their baseline electrical
consumption. However, this required a heuristic analytical approach to the presented data for the
participants to discover any relevant information, as the collected readings are presented in aggregate
of the household, meaning participants required a decent awareness of the energy consumption within
their household to identify any meaning within the readings. This was cause for much of the criticism
for smart meters and IHDs, describing such devices as ‘not smart’ due to the lack of ‘straightforward’
feedback on energy consumption, no ability for the devices to highlight where electricity was being
‘wasted’ vs. what could be ‘saved’ and the lack of disaggregated appliance consumption data. There
was also a common idea of using energy feedback as a driver for turning off unused lights: “we’ve
got a smart meter, better start turning the lights off” and “he stomps around, turning off all the left
on lights”.

One participant described their IHD as “face down on floor, because it was being annoying”,
which highlighted a common response to the displays, simply ignoring them. Some participants had
replaced their IHDs by switching to a mobile application to display feedback, though this was not a
commonly available option to participants.

4.1.3. Context for Feedback

A common problem highlighted within the literature was the focus of some of the criticisms
made by the participants: what does the feedback actually mean when it is presented in kWh? The
units displayed in the feedback lacked a point of reference and participants had to again rely on
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heuristic approaches to be able to understand or use feedback. When the data is presented in a more
understandable unit, £/time, there was a risk of the displayed values being so minimal and with limited
reaction to changes (£00.03/s) that no useful information was displayed.

The aggregate nature of the feedback also meant participants could not easily determine
high-consumption devices, especially if multiple devices are used in tandem. A participant commented
that they “wouldn’t stop their kids playing on Xbox” just to conserve some electricity but if they could
see that there was a significant impact from the children having so many devices on at once, they
would intervene to ensure some of the devices were switched off. The limited and aggregate nature
of the feedback, however, made it difficult to determine if any of the devices were particularly high
consuming. Relying on only aggregate data, participants discussed how it would also be incredibly
difficult to identify devices that should be the focus of future replacements so that more energy efficient
devices could be used instead.

Some participants received additional feedback through billing or a web portal, which was
presented as comparisons of their household energy consumption in relation to similar or nearby
properties. Participants did not respond well to this feedback, pointing out that comparisons lacked
enough context to be of any use. One participant highlighted how their flat had more bedrooms than
nearby flats, so how could a reasonable comparison be made on electrical consumption between the
properties when the participants had more people living in it and consuming power.

Generic advice included in billing or sent separately in booklet form was mocked by some
participants because the advice was so generic as to be completely unhelpful. With everyone’s baseline
consumption based on widely differing requirements, generic advice and comparisons lacked any
useful information to feedback to participants.

4.2. Perception of Energy Saving Behaviour

The second theme consolidates participant responses related to their perceptions, knowledge and
experiences of energy saving behaviours linked to energy feedback.

4.2.1. Limited Impact

One participant described smart meters as seemingly there to benefit energy companies in
collecting data, rather than providing newer and better services to consumers. Participants also stated
that they had not seen any evidence to suggest that reducing their energy consumption will have
much of a positive impact on the environment and that, in fact, any reductions made would be entirely
for a monetary incentive. Other ecological actions taken were believed to have a greater positive
impact on the environment and that if there was any negative effect from not reducing their electrical
consumption further, this would be offset by other environmentally friendly actions.

A consensus among many of the participants was that an energy conscious individual would
have changed their behaviour to reduce their energy consumption without needing to make use of
energy feedback. Although energy feedback could possibly facilitate these changed behaviours, it
was not considered a driver of the changes. Participants also discussed that even without considering
energy feedback, they made conscious decisions to replace devices with more efficient versions when
the opportunity arose. The main example given was replacing old lightbulbs with significantly more
energy efficient LED bulbs.

4.2.2. Limited Behaviour Change

While participants generally agreed that engaging with energy feedback had not resulted in
the development of significant consumption reducing behaviours, some changes were discussed. A
common behaviour was to use IHDs to make sure that devices had been turned off after use. Although
this does not reduce a consumer’s baseline energy consumption, it would prevent some wasteful
electrical usage. Participants were also more conscious of the electrical consumption of high-power
devices and tried to avoid using such devices where possible.
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The participants who had been using the prepayment meter suggested that their energy conscious
behaviours had developed due to the actions necessary to maintain credit in the meter. While they did
not feel that their IHD was able to help with developing new behaviours, they did use the device to
more easily identify their baseline energy consumption.

One participant also proposed that individuals regularly make decisions about energy consuming
actions without really considering consumption as a factor in the decision. An example would be
choosing what to eat for dinner: a person would be unlikely to choose to eat a meal because it has the
lowest energy consumption from their possible options.

4.2.3. Perceived Barriers to Change

Participants discussed the issues that could prevent people from adopting consumption reducing
behaviours. There were several trains of thought that each focus group agreed on. One of the major
barriers is considered simply to be a lack of incentive. This could be monetary incentives: the upfront
costs are too high and the reward too low. There were even social incentives: this is a private matter
for most people, and there is no pressure from friends, family or neighbours. As energy feedback is
generally focused upon one’s own household, it could appear to be a personal sacrifice that no-one
else is undertaking. It may simply be that saving energy is not a priority, that a person’s perception of
their baseline consumption is as much as they need to consume. As mentioned in the societal impact
topic, the individual may think alternative energy saving strategies are more beneficial and would
rather expend their effort on a different strategy such as installing solar panels.

As well as discussing what potential barriers exist for behaviour in a residential setting, this theme
covers the discussion for what barriers prevent individuals from changing their energy consumption
behaviours in an institutional or work setting. Just as with the previous discussion, it may simply be
that the individual does not consider changing their behaviour a priority, or they are disconnected
from the institution. The individual may even feel they are not significant enough to make an impact
at an institutional level.

4.2.4. Energy Reduction and Energy Efficiency Strategies

Participants were asked to discuss the actions they take while at work, in an institutional setting, to
reduce energy consumption, either through curtailment of use or engaging energy efficiency strategies.
Curtailment was the main approach to curbing consumption through turning lights off when leaving
a room, making sure all standby equipment, heating and unused devices are switched off when not
needed. One participant commented “not a lot you can do” as an individual other than this but there
was acknowledgement by several participants that it is not their responsibility to.

In regard to efficiency strategies for individuals at work, participants examples were mostly
limited to efficient use of computers. Suggestions for strategies an institution could employ were more
numerous, however, such as using automated smart lighting and heating based on occupancy so as not to
waste either and improving buildings by means of, for example, installing new insulation—participants
also suggested running charity events to raise money for building works. It was acknowledged that the
cost of installing double glazing on an old building likely dwarfed any potential savings, as perhaps
improving infrastructure to promote new energy efficient technologies, such as electric vehicles.

Some social approaches were also suggested by participants, namely running energy saving
competitions within the institution. These could be between departments, buildings, labs and/or
offices. Rewarding energy saving behaviours with positive reinforcement, such as payment on the
institution’s card system, was highly regarded by participants.

Participants also suggested that students at the institution would be unlikely to make conscious
energy decisions, assumingly due to the lack of energy feedback and incentives available, and that this
can be seen in the early evening, before it gets dark, when “pretty much every single accommodation
room is lit up like a Christmas Tree”.
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4.3. Incentives for Behaviour Change

The third theme covers participants’ responses related to incentivising energy consumption
reducing behaviours and habits: what personally works to drive their behaviour and what they suggest
might be effective in an institutional setting.

4.3.1. Monetary Incentives as the Main Driver

Financial incentives being the main driver for behavioural change was a common theme discussed
in each of these focus groups and every participant agreed that it was the most likely incentive to
promote a person to action. Similar examples from other conservationist goals were stated as proof of
it working in other areas, these being having to pay for single use plastic bags and disposable coffee
cups if you have not brought your own.

The participants who had experience of living with a limited pre-paid meter recalled how their
energy consuming behaviours had to be made consciously and with aforethought to ensure they did not
spend too much on electricity. With both these experiences and money saved from reducing electrical
consumption, it results in a reduction of expenditure, although not so much a direct rewarding incentive.

Using money as the main incentive for driving change will likely be difficult in a number of cases.
Upfront costs of some energy feedback technologies or energy efficiency strategies can significantly
dwarf the amount possibly saved in reduced electrical consumption. This also would not act as an
incentive for those who are not directly paying the electricity bills. Participants with included bills
had no interest in reducing their energy use based on costs and in an institutional setting, the cost of
electricity consumption was not even considered.

In every focus group, it was agreed that it was difficult to relate the energy feedback from IHDs to
actual monetary costs with some participants voicing irritation at not being able to easily find out the
current cost metrics of their electricity use from IHDs. It was unanimously agreed that it should be
simpler to determine costs from IHDs and energy feedback.

4.3.2. Competition, Targets and Peer Pressure as Incentives

Some participants felt that incentives based on competition, targets and peer pressure would be
more likely to result in them changing behaviours. “If it was just me looking at my own data, I don’t
think I’d particularly care”. One participant suggested that if they lived in a neighbourhood where
everyone was visibly taking steps to reduce their consumption or increase their electrical efficiency,
they would do the same, a “Keeping up with the Joneses attitude . . . ”.

Using energy feedback to reduce consumption was considered an almost endless goal, with there
not currently being much emphasis on setting reasonable objectives, similar to S.M.A.R.T (specific,
measurable, attainable, realistic, time-bound) targets or making use of budgeting targets, as in modern
mobile banking apps.

As discussed earlier, comparing the energy uses of different homes was not well received by
participants as there were too many differences to draw any real conclusions from the comparison.
This would make competitions for residential energy use more difficult; however, participants were
very positive about energy competitions between institutions. “Every institution should have an
energy challenge”, one participant suggested, where institutions would be given competitive ratings
and certificates based on their approach to energy consumption and environmental conservation.
Participants agreed they would not want to attend an institute that received a poor energy rating.

The student dorms NUS competition was briefly discussed but participants were quick to say that
it was not well advertised or particularly engaging.
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4.4. Institutional Energy Consumption

The fourth theme highlights participants’ perceptions of the energy consumption of their workplace
-institution, what they would like from institutes they attend or visit and how they would make use of
the information provided.

4.4.1. Institutional Feedback

Participants were asked to discuss whether they had any interest in how institutions are consuming
electricity and the actions being undertaken to reduce consumption. Most participants showed interest
in learning more about institutions’ energy consumption and provided several reasons why: to confirm
these institutions are making the changes that they claim and that it is not merely for improved public
relations, so that the released data can demonstrate they are making positive contributions to society
and the environment, to view the impact from conservation activities on a larger scale than a single
household can achieve and demonstrate this to the public and finally to see how institutions they
attend compare to others: are they wasteful or ahead of the curve.

Comparisons were heavily discussed by participants and much interest was shown in being able
to view differences between institutions, as well as the effects of different energy efficiency strategies
and improvements on institutions, how new buildings compare to old in energy savings and how
different facilities compare, such as computer labs against chemistry labs. One participant suggested
“It wouldn’t have a negative impact” to be able to see institutional energy consumption and further
discussions highlighted that this information could provide a ‘nudge’ to people who may be undecided
about energy feedback and conservation.

There were also participant suggestions that government facilities should be more transparent
about their energy consumption and reduction efforts.

4.4.2. Use of Institutional Feedback

While discussing energy feedback and consumption at institutions, several reasons for why
participants would want accessible feedback about an institution were highlighted. A major reason was
to facilitate decision making on which institutes to attend. Participants generally wanted to be involved
with organisations that were pushing to improve their environmental impact and could demonstrate the
effects of their efforts. This can be seen earlier when participants discussed competition as a motivation:
the suggestion that all institutes, organisations and businesses should display competitive energy
certificates based on what actions they have taken to reduce their negative environmental impact.

Participants were also interested in being able to view feedback from institutions as a learning
experience, to see how effective certain technologies and techniques are, with the possibility of using
this information in the application to their home energy consumption. There were also significant social
suggestions, such as being able to highlight and discuss with others the positive and negative effects of
institutions’ energy related actions. This would not only act as a way of disseminating energy feedback
further, but would provide people with evidence to build cases to promote institutions into taking
greater environmentally friendly actions. There was also some discussion about having direct access to
the data behind the energy feedback, using this for analysis and aiding in smart energy research.

Another use for institutional feedback discussed was that it could allow individuals to determine
what environmental impact they are personally having as part of the organisation. Although
participants suggested this may prompt them to be more conscious of their energy consumption at
work, other responses were that it would be mainly for curiosity and likely lose interest after a week:
“wouldn’t look at it but might turn a light off”.

4.4.3. Context for Institutional Feedback

Similar to household energy feedback, participants discussed the importance of ensuring
institutional feedback is viewed in the correct context. Comparing different households’ energy
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consumption was viewed as problematic due to the range of variables not taken into account, and
this problem was considered the same for institutions. A common example was trying to effectively
compare a high population institution with a rapidly changing populace to a significantly smaller
one that maintains the same people. Participants stressed that this feedback had to be displayed in
an understandable and contextual manner; otherwise, rather than informing people’s decisions, it
would result in action being taken on incorrect information. The high population vs. low population
institution was used as an example again here, where individuals could mistake the reasoning behind
the differences in energy consumption and would choose the low population institution because of the
lower impact, only for the consumption load to be shifted from the high to the low as the population
moves from one to the other. Another similar example of this load shifting causing problems without
context was suggested as students charging their devices on campus rather than in their dorm or home,
shifting the burden of consumption.

Due to the difficulties in effectively contextualising energy feedback to be easily compared between
locations, participants suggested that the main comparisons should be focused on changes over time
internally, focusing on demonstrating improvements being made to bring down consumption over
time rather than already being lower than other locations.

4.5. Accessibility

The final theme relates to the ease and availability of accessing energy feedback. Only one topic is
discussed here, using general mobile devices for feedback over tools such as IHDs.

Feedback on Mobile Devices

Participants were asked if they would prefer to be able to access their energy feedback and
consumption data on their mobile devices and the response was unanimously positive. Being able to
view feedback and monitoring at any time and in any place, when going to bed as a prime example,
was considered highly beneficial over the semi-static location currently afforded by IHDs. Freedom in
accessing feedback was perceived as more in line with how participants made us of feedback, checking
consumption when the thought occurs for a particular reason—“did I turn the TV off”—instead of
having to move to the IHD. The few participants who already had access to energy feedback via a
mobile app reported they had used the energy feedback more from the app than IHDs. Participants
suggested that mobile access would be more ‘friendly’ and would have greater accessibility than
IHDs, assumingly as participants with accessibility needs could make use of tools on their mobile
devices to interact with energy feedback in a manner not currently supported by IHDs, and that push
“notifications would be very beneficial” for keeping to consumption targets.

When discussing institutions, being able to access feedback on mobile devices was predicted to be
highly useful. As well as being able to easily investigate an institution’s energy consumption before
visiting, which could factor in to whether to visit the institution or go elsewhere, mobile access would
allow easing sharing and promoting of information from energy feedback. This could be used to easily
spread evidence on the benefits of certain techniques and technologies, as well as highlight where
improvements need to be made to a wider audience.

A major caveat discussed by participants, however, although this is not unique to mobile devices,
is that they desire for more ‘smart’ energy feedback tools and greater consumption information than
what is currently being provided by IHDs. Participants emphasised several elements that they wanted
to see in future feedback, especially mobile feedback, which included feedback that highlighted
which appliances were high consumption or likely wasting electricity due to inefficiency and should
ideally be replaced with a greater efficiency model, identify when appliances have been left turned
on or are on standby/idle, provide greater context and further information to consumers and, most
importantly, reduce the current heuristic effort and time consumption needed to effectively make use
of energy feedback.
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5. Discussion

A key component of research into energy feedback was the idea that IHDs and energy feedback
provide a layer of visibility to the ‘invisible’ use of electricity [11,12,23], that consumers can visualise
their energy use in a way that promotes control and reduction of consumption. The downward
trend in estimates of consumption reductions based on energy feedback highlighted in the literature,
the predictions made in the recently published Government report, and the findings in this study,
build an argument that energy feedback is in fact failing to prompt consumers to visualise electrical
consumption in a sufficiently effective way. A persistent aspect throughout all the energy-reducing
focus groups discussions of this study was the focus on turning off lights (“wouldn’t look at it but might
turn a light off”, “he stomps around, turning off all the left on lights” etc.), and even when turning off

equipment, the emphasis was on ensuring the ‘little lights’ were turned off. Even when discussing
energy efficiency strategies, participants’ first suggestions were related to installing automatic lights.
Despite lighting consuming some of the least energy of home appliances [31], participants’ immediate
thoughts of consumption focus on lights and lighting—the ‘visible’ element of energy use. Energy
feedback needs visualizations that encourage a shift in consumers’ perspectives toward significant,
but less ‘visible’, energy consumptions. Ideally, feedback should engender emotive responses that
motivate positive energy reducing behaviours [32].

Table 2 compares and contrasts the focus group findings with the findings from the literature. It is
important to note, however, that many of these findings are from the beginning of the decade. As the
UK has progressed from a few thousand smart meter installations in pilot studies to almost 15 million
meters installed across household and SMEs, the experience, perception and behaviour of consumers
related to energy feedback does not appear to have changed much. Even many of the complaints about
IHDs and similar energy feedback tools have not altered since the initial IHD feedback papers. This
suggests that the current implementations of energy feedback and feedback tools have not been built
upon the foundations of early research and have failed to implement the suggestions published by
more recent papers.

Some of the key findings of this study are where new perceptions can be offered on previous
findings. While this paper concurs with the previous literature that environmental concerns are not a
key driver of reducing energy consumption, these findings demonstrate that it is not a lack of interest
in environmental conservation behind this, but the perception that reducing energy consumption has a
limited to non-existent impact on the environment. In fact, participants were actively embracing other
conservation behaviours. Although the consensus is that monetary factors are the key driving force
behind reducing energy consumption, it should be noted that saving money, especially the predicted
minor savings from energy feedback as of the new Government report, has a lesser effect than being
rewarded. Participants responded well to the idea of gamification and positive reinforcement for
reducing consumption.

The participants for this study were all postgraduate researchers, and this population represents
quite a transitionary period, as many are moving from living in standard student accommodation
to private rentals or ownership. Their responses in these focus groups highlight important issues
with how this affects energy feedback. Previous literature highlighted the need for social norms and
motivated engagement for conservation behaviours and energy feedback to be effective. Moving from
an environment of no energy feedback into a household with limited feedback does not provide an
inducive setting for developing energy saving behaviours. Both previous research and the results in
this paper highlighted that the effective heuristic analytical strategies that consumers need to conduct to
make best use of energy feedback and prompt consumption reduction behaviours are time consuming,
and with limited motivations to drive these actions, it is unlikely most consumers will undertake them.
Earlier engagement with energy feedback, however, may improve long-term prospects.
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Table 2. Highlights where the findings of this paper reinforce previous research and where new
contributions are made.

Previous Literature Focus Group Findings

Visualises energy use
√

Concerns over privacy, loss of control, effect on
consumers’ lives

√

Lack of support
√ √

Behaviour financially driven
√ √

Heuristic approaches create ‘baseline’
consumption

√ √

Curtailment over energy efficiency
√ √

Feedback lacked clarity
√ √

Engagement loss over time
√ √

Lack of context
√ √

Engagement driven through other methods
√ √

Limits of consumer ability and willingness
√ √

Mistrust of energy suppliers
√ √

Ongoing support and activity to maintain
engagement

√ √

Community pressure on behaviours
√ √

Parental and peer pressure on behaviours
√ √

Lack of incentives
√ √

Feeling of insignificance
√ √

Lack of availability of tools
√

Perception of limited impact of change
√

Limited awareness of efficiency strategies
√

Competition and targets to maintain engagement
√

Interest and use of institutional energy data
√

Feedback on mobile devices
√

Lack of effective visualisation
√

A unique aspect of this study was to investigate perceptions of home and institutional, or work,
energy consumption together. Previous research has highlighted how community involvement and
driven engagement are more likely to promote energy saving behaviours, and this appears to be
supported by findings in this paper. Despite the perception of disconnect between the participants and
their institution, which some suggested would lead to apathy about consuming energy on campus, all
participants tried to maintain a standard of not wasting electricity through leaving devices or lights
on. When discussing incentives for driving energy conservation behaviours, participants suggested
peer and community pressure would act as a driver in this instance, along with the discussions
prompting institutions to be more transparent about their energy reduction activities, which promotes
the use of institutes and workplaces as community drivers for these behaviours. Participant responses
demonstrated a high level of interest in institutional openness about their energy policies: this was
both for personal reasons of promoting individuals’ choices and public reasons for driving discourse
and energy saving behaviours. Our results suggest consumers are more than willing to become further
involved with energy saving behaviours and activities, but they require institutes and organisations to
demonstrate the same willingness and lead the behaviour changes from a top-down approach. By
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changing consumers behaviours and perceptions outside the home, this will likely carry over to their
home life too.

While energy feedback is currently mainly accessed through IHDs and billing, consumers want
more freedom in how they access and use their energy data. Participants responded more positively
to the idea of accessing their information via mobile devices than continuing with IHDs. Allowing
consumers to access their data more readily provides them the opportunity to engage with energy
feedback on their terms and how they want to. Web-based energy feedback would be accessible to
consumers on their phones and computers, while allowing energy suppliers to provide new solutions
to highlighted problems with energy feedback in IHDs. Push notifications and in-app messaging could
provide updates and warnings on energy consumption, while being able to reach more consumers
directly would allow for the dissemination of efficiency strategies and prompt continued engagement
with energy feedback. A web-based solution would also allow those with accessibility needs to engage
with energy feedback using accessibility tools, and currently IHDs would need to be specifically
designed to specific needs.

6. Conclusions and Policy Implications

Addressing the title of this paper, since the introduction of IHDs as a method of providing
‘visibility’ to ‘invisible’ energy consumption at the beginning of the decade, little appears to have
changed in the ‘visibility’, perception and experiences of energy feedback, IHDs and smart meters.
Despite the significant investment in infrastructure and installation of devices, there has been little
change in consumer energy behaviours. Regarding energy consumption visibility, suppliers need to be
pushed to embrace greater visualisations of consumption to promote emotive connections forming
and facilitate easier behaviour changes. Energy saving tools and feedback need to be introduced to
consumers earlier to improve chances of engagement and developing energy conscious behaviours.

The consensus from previous research and these findings is that consumers are incentive-driven
and that, currently, there is a lack of adequate incentives to prompt energy reduction. Although
finances are the driving force behind reduced consumption, saving money does not have the same
effect and response as receiving money or prizes. Where possible, positive reinforcement should be the
standard for rewarding consumers, either directly with monetary gains, or through some method of
gamification that can be used in tandem with targets and competitive incentives.

Policy makers need to direct energy suppliers to produce web-based billing and feedback methods.
These should be the norm to allow consumers freedom of access and use of accessibility tools that they
would lack without specialist energy feedback devices. Newer IHDs could be web-based devices so
that they can still be used for energy feedback. This approach allows energy suppliers to promote
engagement and education by sending additional information to consumers through these web portals.
Energy efficiency strategies need to be communicated to consumers, as reduction actions outside
of energy curtailment are largely unknown. On the other hand, for those customers that are not
technologically literate (e.g., those without access to a smart phone and readily available Internet
access), traditional paper-based communication method should still be used.

Promoting energy feedback needs a top-down approach. Consumers cannot be given the burden of
reducing energy consumption if effective change is sought. Institutions, companies and the government
need to win trust and demonstrate benefits and positive impacts of energy reduction. Only once this is
achieved will consumers be more willing to engage with consumption-reducing behaviours. A new
platform for viewing and disseminating energy feedback should be established so that the public can
easily see and make sense of energy consumption reduction strategies. This needs to demonstrate the
benefits of everyone saving energy together. Institutions, organisations and the government need to
promote a community spirit of focus on conservation efforts to shift the perceptions and behaviours of
individual and household consumers.

The focus group participants in this study can be argued as not being representative of the wider
British population and one of the expected recommendations for future studies could be that a varied
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population would provide a more realistic feedback. However, the fact that there is a large overlap
in the attitudes, concerns and behaviours highlighted in the findings compared to previous papers,
suggests that the results are characteristic of the British public and that more work needs to be done to
address issues that in energy feedback and consumption that have lingered throughout the decade.
More research is needed into effective energy feedback for consumers. Future research should be
conducted with the involvement of institutions, companies and governments to overcome the barriers
to energy-reducing behaviours. In addition, effective and visible actions are needed to evidence the
impacts of working together to reduce energy consumption and reduce environmental damage.
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